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1 IntroductionThe realization of a system which interprets a scene depicted by image se-quences is an increasing research �eld. Even if the interpretation systemis based on e�cient algorithms, the results of the overall processing is notcompletely satisfactory due to the di�culty of making cooperate the di�erentparts that compose this process. Several teams have developed approaches toovercome this problem. For example, we can quote H. Nagel [Nagel, 1988],J. Schirra [Schirra, 1990], A. Bobick [Bobick and Pinharez, 1995] and the es-prit VIEWS project (Visual Inspection and Evaluation of Wide-area Scenes)[Corrall, 1992].The solution we chose to improve the interpretation process is based on theutilization of contextual information, obviously important for such a process.However what is not clear is how to represent and use context. Althoughour �rst goal was the study of the context representation for the interpretationprocess, we have tackled general issues of context modelling in order to proposesolutions which are independent of the application domain. Thus, this paperstudies general issues related to context in knowledge-based systems : whatis context, how context representation can be constructed and organized andhow context contents can be re-used for other applications.First we propose a generic context de�nition through the description ofthe di�erent types of information manipulated by some process. This de�ni-tion underlines the main characteristics of context representation and proposesmethods to cope with them. Then we illustrate the context de�nition by de-scribing the context for the interpretation process. We explain the interest ofcontext utilization for this process and we describe its implementation.2 Related Works2.1 Multi-Disciplinary IssuesMany works have coped with the issue of context modelling. This issue iscommon to several disciplines and the importance of the notion of context isnow widely acknowledged. Cognitive Scientists have long been discussing themeaning of context in an intellectual process. In Symbolic Reasoning severalcontext formalizations have been proposed. For example in [McCarthy, 1993],the author de�nes context as a mathematical notion. He proposes rules tomake context more generic and to provide an order relation for grading levels2



of context. In Computational Linguistic context is also a central notion helpingin the understanding and the generating of texts written in natural language.For Knowledge-based systems contextual information eases the adaptation ofsystems to real-word conditions. For example in [Turner, 1995], the authoruses context in Case-based reasoning. He has built a system that supervisesthe movement of an unmanned sub-aquatic vehicle and that uses context formaking the vehicle react to unplanned events. When an event occurs like "thevehicle arrives near the coasts", the system adapts the supervision of the vehiclethrough actions like "to slow down". The main issue of this author is how tomanage context automatically. In Computer Vision many systems use alsocontext. For example in [Strat, 1993], the author enumerates several systemsin object recognition that are able to reason using context. In particular theauthor is dealing with the issue of context representation in order to use contextsystematically [Strat and Fischler, 1990].In all these disciplines the same issues are raising : how to de�ne context,how to generate and use it automatically? Although no solution are reallyemerging the comparison of the works already accomplished in the di�erentdisciplines can help to answer fundamental issues in modelling and using con-text.2.2 Local contextIn the case of the scene interpretation there are di�erent ways of using con-textual information. A �rst approach consists in de�ning a context for eachmobile object detected in the scene. This information is called local contextand it is mainly used to ease the tracking process of mobile objects.For example in [Intille and Bobick, 1995], the authors track football play-ers using pieces of context, one for each player, called closed worlds. Thislocal context contains the color distribution of the player and of its direct en-vironment, like the marks on the ground. Thanks to this context the authorsenhance the tracking of players knowing the surrounding static objects. In[Choi et al., 1997], the authors use also the color histogram of players and oftheir environment to track them and to cope with the dynamic occlusions dueto other players. In [P. Remagnino and Kittler, 1993], the authors de�ne a lo-cal context, called spatio-temporal context, which contains the life duration ofa player and its location in order to supervise the mobile CCD camera used toobserve the scene.Local context can be used also to improve the recognition of actions per-3



formed by mobile objects. For example in [Nagel, 1988], the author de�nes acontext as an information combining generic descriptions of spatio-temporalstructures and of the intention of vehicles moving in a scene corresponding toa road. The author plans to use this notion of context to recognize actions like"to park a car". However he does not describe how he is going to representand use contextual information.Therefore local context contains usually numerical information describingthe environment surrounding one mobile object. This information is mainlyused to improve the tracking process of the mobile objects.2.3 Mobile sensor and multi-sensor systemsSystems equipped with several sensors or with a mobile sensor often use contextin order to control sensors and their resources.For example in [Ghallab et al., 1992], the authors are mainly interestedin modelling context relative to sensors and to perceived data. They havebuilt a mobile robot equipped with several sensors and able to understand itsenvironment. The word "sensor" represents here a physical sensor (e.g. a CCDcamera) as well as an image processing program (e.g. a color region extractor).The description of a sensor is composed of three models : a structural model,a state model and a perceptual model. The structural model de�nes the typeof data generated by the sensor and can be recursively de�ned thanks to thestructural models of lower level sensors. The state model contains a set ofvariables characterizing the sensor, like the location or the focal length of acamera. The perceptual model describes the relationships between the datagenerated by the sensor and their meaning in the scene. For example thismodel gives the probability of the detection of primitives computed by imageprocessing programs, like a 2D line segment. All this contextual information isused to control sensors, to manage their resources, to schedule image processingprograms and to take into account the geometry and the reliability of sensors.In [Clement et al., 1993], the authors have also developed a multi-sensorsystem able to reason and use context. This system has to analyze a sceneobserved by a satellite. The authors adapt the recognition of the scene objects(e.g. a bridge) depending on sensors. Thus this contextual information allowsthe system to adapt the perception of data to the current scene.
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2.4 Map of the sceneIn scene interpretation the context the most widely used concerns informationon the spatial structure of the scene, usually called the scene map. We presentbelow several systems using such a map :� First in [Neumann, 1984], [Mohnhaupt and Neumann, 1990], the authorshave developed the system Naos which from an image sequence describesa scene of a road to a listener unable to see the scene. Naos uses a geo-metric description of the scene containing photometric properties (e.g.color, illumination). This description corresponds to a 2D map of thescene, composed of a cell set structured like a grid. The authors say thatthis representation of space is analogical because these cells correspondexplicitly to the inherent structure of the scene. Thanks to this repre-sentation the system Naos reasons directly on the 2D map instead ofreasoning on the image sequence. The spatio-temporal relations of mo-bile objects are computed at the level of cells. For example the distancebetween a vehicleA and a vehicle B is computed by sending a messagefrom the cell containing A to the neighboring cells, in order to ques-tion them on the presence of B. Therefore Naos uses context to improvethe computation of spatio-temporal relations and more especially as areasoning support for the interpretation process.� In [Tsuji and Li, 1993], the authors have built a map representing thepanoramic view of an outdoor environment corresponding to a road linedwith buildings. To spare memory they only keep on the map the mainbuildings, called landmarks. The authors use this contextual informationfor a robot moving in a scene to be able to �nd its way around.� In [Sellam and Boulmakoul, 1994], [Cerf and Pintado, 1997], the authorshave de�ned sophisticated models of a scene corresponding to a connectedset of crossroads, in order to supervise the pedestrian and vehicular traf-�c. These models contain topologic information, like nearby junctions,links, entry and exit sections. They also contain information on thetra�c signals, such as the location and the state of tra�c lights, tra�cphases and pedestrian signals. All this contextual information allows theinterpretation system to track mobile objects and to establish the tra�c�ow. 5



� In [Bobick and Davis, 1996], the authors have developed a system thatsupervises television cameras in a studio. This system is characterizedby an approximate model of the world, continuously updated duringthe processing. This model contains the spatial structure of the scenewith the location and the viewing angle of the cameras. It also containsrules (post and pre-conditions) helping in supervising image processingprograms. A rule example is : IF the mobile object is located in theimage center (pre-condition), THEN extract the moving region in thecenter (action) AND the mobile object and the extracted moving regionshould have the same surface area (post-condition). Thus the authors usean approximate model of the world (a coarse 3D map) associated withrules allowing the system to understand the scene.� The goal of the European Esprit VIEWS project is the real-time sur-veillance of outdoor scenes, based on the analysis of image sequences[Duong et al., 1990a], [Duong et al., 1990b]. This team extends the ana-logical representation of the scene proposed by B. Neumann, by de�ningan arborescent hierarchy of cells [Howarth and Buxton, 1992]. This newstructure allows the VIEWS project to de�ne zones at several abstrac-tion levels, including symbolic information relative to these zones. Forexample, the "road" zone contains a child zone "tra�c light", indicatingthat the stop of a vehicle in this zone could be due to the presence of atra�c light. This information is used as a constraint to check the consis-tency of the system at all the processing levels. In the VIEWS projectcontextual information is then widely used from image processing levelto the abstract level of behavior recognition.All this contextual information is mainly used in order to adapt the per-ception of data to their location in the scene environment. Context is usuallyrepresented as a map of the scene and is widely used from lower levels (e.g.computation of spatial relations) to more abstract levels (e.g. behavior analy-sis).2.5 Building context automaticallyIn computer vision there are many systems enabling to build automaticallycontext for a given static scene. The main goal of these systems is to de-termine the spatial structures of the scene (e.g. the arrangement of build-6



ings). In [Milhaud and Médioni, 1994], [Nevatia and Médioni, 1996], the au-thors present several systems dedicated to the reconstruction of static scenes.In particular they propose to build the model of a site like a plan from aerialimages. They extract line segments from an image and group them to constructthe model of the buildings.These systems show that under some conditions it is possible to generatethe spatial and structural information of a static scene. However in dynamicscene interpretation only few systems have a pre-processing stage dedicated tothe generation of the scene context. In the best case, this generation consistsin the construction of an approximate map of the scene.3 Context modellingIn general speaking the scienti�c community acknowledges the importance ofcontext. However the e�ective utilization of context remains elusive, mainlydue to the di�culty to formalize this notion. Thus de�ning what we mean bycontext is a crucial issue.3.1 De�nitionThe de�nition of the process context depends on the process nature. For H.Nagel [Nagel, 1988] the context of an action analysis process is a complex struc-ture, comprising generic descriptions for spatial structures, temporal changesassociated with these structures and the intention aspect of the action. For T.Strat [Strat, 1993], the context of an image understanding process is, in thebroadest sense, any and all information that may in�uence the way a scene isperceived. More generally, a process uses three types of information : knowl-edge, contextual information and factual information. Knowledge is alwaysvalid. It is directly connected with the process goals and often belongs to a wellde�ned model. If the process misses one part of knowledge, it is no longer ableto compute results. Contextual information depends on applications, but itremains constant during processing. It is an accessory information, but it maybecome essential to handle particular situations. Context enables to improvethe processing and corresponds to the additional information needed by theprocess to work e�ciently. Factual information depends on the processingstates. Its life time is often short. It corresponds to input data and computeddata. Thus we propose to de�ne the contextual information of a process as the7



information verifying two conditions :- its value remains constant during processing,- its value changes when the process is used for another application. (1)This de�nition of context has two main consequences. First we have tochoose from which granularity level of processing we consider an informationas factual rather than contextual. Second we have to choose from which ab-straction level of application we consider an information as contextual ratherthan belonging to knowledge. The di�culties of formalizing the notion of con-text come mainly from the dependency of context to the application domain.These di�culties come also from the fuzzy border separating context from theother types of information. For these reasons the literature contains very fewformal de�nitions of context. However this de�nition is necessary as soon aswe plan to rationalize the utilization of context.3.2 Interpretation processIn this paper we illustrate the proposed context de�nition through the exam-ple of the dynamic scene interpretation process. More particularly the classof applications we are interested in, is the automatic interpretation of indoorand outdoor partially structured scenes with a �xed monocular color cam-era. Given image sequences describing a scene, an interpretation system hasto identify the behaviors of mobile objects. In our case, mobile objects canbe either humans or vehicles. They constitute the moving scene objects, asopposed to static objects that belong to the static environment. By interpre-tation, we mean the overall interpretation process from image processing tobehavior analysis. This process can be divided in three main tasks, which canoverlap each other : moving region detection, mobile object trackingand behavior analysis. From images, the moving region detection task de-tects the movement of mobile objects thanks to image processing programs.Then the mobile object tracking task associates the detected moving regionsto form and track mobile objects. Finally, the behavior analysis task interpretsevent occurrences concerning mobile objects and analyzes their behaviors.3.3 Several granularity levels of processingThe de�nition 1 indicates that for de�ning the context of the interpretationprocess we have to choose the granularity level of this process. As said before,8



the interpretation process is composed of three main tasks. In addition a basictask, spatial reasoning, is used by two of the main tasks : the object trackingand behavior analysis tasks. Thus we consider that four speci�c tasks composethe interpretation process, which are the three main interpretation tasks andthe spatial reasoning task. So the interpretation process can be considered attwo di�erent levels of processing : at the level of the global process or at thelevel of the four tasks. We choose to de�ne context according to the tasks,because each task belongs to a well de�ned knowledge domain. Thereforewe de�ne the context of the global interpretation process as following (task-idenotes any task of the interpretation process) :context[global process] =[i context[task-i] (2)This de�nition provides us with a rule that can decide whether a piece ofinformation veri�es the �rst condition of de�nition 1 : if it remains constantduring the processing of at least one task that uses it, then the piece of infor-mation is not factual.3.4 Several abstraction levels of applicationTo de�ne precisely the context of a process, de�nition 1 indicates that we haveto choose the abstraction level of application in order to decide on which infor-mation domains the process depends. For the interpretation process, we canconsider an application at the general level of video-surveillance, at the morespeci�c level of metro station surveillance or at the even more speci�c level ofthe surveillance of a speci�c station observed by a speci�c camera.In this paper the considered abstraction level of application corresponds tothe surveillance of a speci�c metro station. So once this level is determinedwe can take inventory of the sources (as suggested in [Strat, 1993]), wherecontextual information may come from :� Scene Environment Information (SEI) - It embraces spatial struc-tures (e.g. tessellations, calibration plans), static objects (e.g. pillars,escalators), optical characteristics (e.g. re�ections on the ground, occlu-sions) and behavior characteristics (e.g. exit and cluttered zones, roads).� Image Acquisition Information (IAI) - It includes camera character-istics (e.g. camera model, focal length, color, �lter), image characteristics9



(e.g. image size and type, date and time of acquisition) and acquisitioncharacteristics (e.g. camera orientation and camera position).� Derived Temporal Information (DTI) - It is obtained as a result ofearlier executions of interpretation tasks. This information can be seenas the accumulated information about the past and the prediction aboutthe future (e.g. already detected and identi�ed mobile objects).� User Request Information (URI) - In an interactive way, a humanoperator can provide context to the overall system during processing. Atypical example for surveillance system is an operator request for detect-ing speci�c persons.The interpretation process depends on all these source domains of con-textual information. This property provides us with a rule that can decidewhether a piece of information veri�es the second condition of de�nition 1 : ifit belongs to one of these source domains, then the piece of information is notconsidered as knowledge.3.5 Multi view-point contextWhen we try to represent the context of a process we often have to deal withtwo general issues : how context can be built and organized and how its con-tents can be re-used for other applications. In interpretation applications thesetwo issues have to be tackled.3.6 Space representationA �rst problem is due to the large size of context domains. The interpretationprocess is composed of several tasks, each task using widely contextual infor-mation. This information is then spread all over the interpretation system,making di�cult a centralized representation of context.A second problem comes from the choice of de�nition 2 for the interpreta-tion process context. Because of de�nition 2 we consider that all the contextof a task, even provided during the processing of another task, belongs to theglobal process context. This case raises with the context domain of DerivedTemporal Information (DTI). For example the degree of interest of a mobileobject is computed by the behavior analysis task but it is also useful for the10



moving region detection task to select on the next image the regions of inter-est. So the detection task needs this information to improve its computation.Therefore a mechanism is needed to share the common information betweeninterpretation tasks. The solution we choose is to use a centralized represen-tation of context, with a uniform formalism for all interpretation tasks. Wepropose to use the representation of space as a support for the context repre-sentation for two reasons :� For the interpretation process the representation of space is a basic struc-ture common to two main tasks.� The context of the interpretation process comes mainly from the contextdomain of Scene Environment Information (SEI).Thus the representation of space is selected to gather all context domainsin one place. As presented in the state of the art, this solution has been �rstproposed by [Mohnhaupt and Neumann, 1990]. These authors have de�neda map of the scene to improve the computation of spatio-temporal relationsrelative to mobile objects. By this way the representation of space can be seenas a reasoning support for the interpretation process and eases the organizationof the context representation.3.7 Multi view-point representationBy de�nition context depends on applications and so its contents have to beacquired before its utilization. The issue of acquisition is the main issue incontext utilization. In our interpretation system contextual information isprovided by human operators. Since four task context domains are de�ned forthe interpretation process, the context acquisition requires several operators,at least one for each interpretation task. So another problem is the mix of theacquisition of all task context domains. This problem becomes crucial whenlarge systems are developed. The solution we propose, is to use a multi view-point representation. In this representation a view-point is a way of seeingcontext for a speci�c interpretation task by �ltering the corresponding elementof context. For interpretation systems four view-points are needed, one foreach interpretation task. Thus view-points divide context representation andhelp operators with its construction. 11



Therefore the context representation allows us to divide context during itsconstruction phase through view-points and to centralize and share contextduring the processing phase through the representation of space.3.8 Re-used of contextAnother approach to ease the context acquisition phase consists in re-usingcontext that has been already acquired. The issue of re-using old contextualinformation is all the more relevant that a high abstraction level of applicationis considered. If a high abstraction level is chosen, then the process depends onseveral source domains of contextual information, making the context contentsnumerous.For the interpretation process context depends on four source domains ofcontextual information. Thus a big amount of contextual information has tobe acquired, especially because of the context source domain of Scene Environ-ment Information (SEI). A solution is to automate the acquisition phase, butthis issue is particularly di�cult when information on human activities has tobe acquired. The solution we choose is to re-use the contextual informationgenerated for other applications. As suggested in [McCarthy, 1993], a mainissue in context formalization is to abstract information. In our representa-tion this idea is realized by the utilization of symbolic information. Instead ofrepresenting context with a complete description, only symbolic informationis used. The complete description is prede�ned in libraries belonging to theinterpretation system. For example we just use symbols for the description ofthe static objects of the scene environment and for the description of behav-iors. Thus one part of the interpretation context is generic and can be usedfor di�erent applications (e.g. for the surveillance of di�erent metro stations).The proposed solutions to ease the acquisition phase come mainly fromsoftware engineering. They show that the utilization of context is possible,but it is not e�ortless.4 Context representation4.1 Decomposition of spaceAs previously explained, we propose to represent context through the repre-sentation of space. For an interpretation system the space corresponds to theprojection of the 3D scene on the 2D image plan. We decide to represent the12



space by a decomposition of the 2D image plan into a partition of zones de-limited by polygons. We choose polygons because they are structures simpleenough to be easily implemented, and �exible enough to match human knowl-edge. The polygonal zones have to be drawn o� line by a human operator.This drawing operation is a necessary stage before using the interpretationsystem. Each polygonal zone is linked to four context elements. We call con-text element pieces of contextual information associated to a zone and toan interpretation task. A zone delimits the location where its correspond-ing context elements can be applied. Figure 1 shows the polygonal zone "Z1"with its four corresponding context elements ranged from "spatial-reasoning-context-element-1.1" to "behavior-analysis-context-element-1.4". For examplethe tracking task can use the "mobile-object-tracking-context-element-1.3" toimprove the tracking of objects moving in the zone "Z1" during all the process-ing of the image sequence. Therefore the decomposition of space is the sup-port of context representation and centralizes all its contents. At the presenttime we just have de�ned one level of zones. In our futur works we plan toconstruct a hierarchy of zones to structure contextual information as it wassuggested in [Howarth and Buxton, 1992].
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Figure 1: A context element for each interpretation task is linked to a polygonalzone of the decomposition of space.A context element is de�ned as a sub-set of pieces of contextual information.It is represented thanks to the "frames" formalism : its slots correspond to thecontext properties. We have de�ned four classes of context elements, one foreach interpretation task. The structure of a context element depends on thetask and its values depend on the associate zone. This context representation13



veri�es the constraints speci�ed in the previous section. Context is centralizedat one location with a common formalism. It is also divided through fourview-points de�ned by the context element classes. Thus this representationeases the acquisition phase of context and its utilization.The context of the interpretation process is then represented through a setof context elements. The remaining part of this section gives some examplesof context element type and contents for each interpretation task.4.2 Context in spatial reasoningSpatial reasoning is a subpart of both the mobile object tracking and behavioranalysis tasks. Its goal consists in computing spatial relations between allmobile objects. Then the spatial reasoning task needs context in order toenhance the computation of these relations.A �rst problem related to this computation raises when the interpretationsystem analyzes numerous mobile objects. For example, the computation of theneighbors of a given object implies an access to all object positions. To reducecomplexity, a common method suggested in [Mohnhaupt and Neumann, 1990]is to link each mobile object to the zone it occupies. After indexing all objectsto the set of polygonal zones belonging to the decomposition of space, spatialrelations are computed through the zones instead of the object positions. Forexample, the neighbors of a given mobile object can be computed just byaccessing to the zones adjacent to the one occupied by the object. As spatialreasoning is a basic process for the interpretation system, the utilization of thedecomposition of space improves signi�cantly the overall system performances.A second problem is due to the nature of image processing data which arecomputed in the 2D image plan. To get accurate relations, several features ofmobile object need 3D computation. For example two mobile objects, whichare closed to each other on the 2D image plan, may be far away in reality assoon as their depth in the scene di�ers. The spatial reasoning task needs there-fore to transform properties from the 2D image plan to properties belonging tothe 3D scene. A solution consists in using the context domain of Scene Envi-ronment Information (SEI) and for example to use a calibration matrix. Thismatrix allows the interpretation system to compute the 3D scene coordinatesof a mobile object depending on its 2D image plan coordinates. Usually in thiscase, an accuracy coe�cient is used to establish the accuracy of the 3D scenecoordinate computation. 14



For a given zone we de�ne the spatial reasoning context element thanks tothree slots : the calibration matrix, the accuracy coe�cient of the 3D coordi-nate computation, and the link to the corresponding polygonal zone. Thus,the spatial reasoning task can take advantage of contextual information in twodi�erent ways, by improving the computation time of basic spatial relationsand by performing accurate 3D reasoning.4.3 Context in moving region detectionThe detection of mobile regions and more generally image processing programsare complex tasks for several reasons. Often in image processing, a singlealgorithm cannot solve alone a given problem : several steps are involved tocompute the �nal results and each step may be realized in di�erent ways. Thusimage processing programs need program supervision [Thonnat et al., 1994](i.e. need to be selected, scheduled and linked to each other). Moreover,image processing parameters need tuning during execution before obtainingsatisfactory results. Finally, most of interpretation systems must work in real-time, making crucial the focus of system attention to speci�c image regions ofinterest [Buxton and Gong, 1995].To supervise image processing programs, systems use traditionally the con-text domain of Image Acquisition Information (IAI). It allows the interpreta-tion system to obtain more accurate results by tuning the processing accordingto application particularities and to new scene conditions. It can be used di-rectly as parameter values for algorithms, or for both planning and controltasks in order to use programs in situations for which their designers intendedto use them [Moisan et al., 1995], [Strat, 1993]. The context domain of SceneEnvironment Information (SEI) may also be used to satisfy these goals, byadapting image processing programs to speci�c areas of the scene. When im-age processing programs are part of an interactif system, the context domainof User Request Information (URI) is often used to take advantage of the userknowledge. For example this context allows the system to select the level ofdetails of the processing.As in our interpretation system we use image processing programs that donot handle scene characteristics, we de�ne the same mobile region detectioncontext element for all the polygonal zones of the decomposition. This contextelement contains global slots like the size of one image and the frequency ofthe image sequence. This use of context helps to supervise the processing andto increase the results quality of the detection task.15



4.4 Context in mobile object trackingThe mobile object tracking task has to form and track scene objects. It gathersthe moving regions detected by image processing programs in order to formnew objects and to match these new objects with the ones already tracked.The main problem of the tracking task comes from the bad quality of de-tected moving regions due to optical irregularities, such as re�ections on theground, shadows, cluttered zones, blinking lights, occlusions, and patternedbackgrounds. To gather the moving regions, the tracking task has to generateassumptions that in�uence the remaining part of the interpretation process.Even with precise models describing the geometric structure of mobile objects,the matching process is uncertain [Grandjean, 1991], [Koller et al., 1993]. Thissituation becomes worse when no precise mobile object model is available, likein the case of badly detected human beings. Therefore the computed mobileobjects are often false or erroneous, and previously tracked objects may be lostduring the tracking process. A usual way to handle this problem is to com-pute the uncertainty of assumptions [Ghallab et al., 1992] or to compute theprobabilities of assumption validity which can be used in Bayesian networks[Nicholson, 1992], [Buxton and Gong, 1995].To handle this issue, the tracking task can take advantage of the context.First thanks to the context domain of the Scene Environment Information(SEI), the interpretation system can know the existence of an optical irregu-larity in a particular zone. It can then apply a speci�c processing on the mov-ing regions of the zone before matching them with the mobile objects alreadytracked. Thanks to context, the interpretation system can also know speci�cproperties on the given zone concerning the management of objet tracks. Forexample, a zone can be labeled as an exit zone allowing the system to expectthe ending of some mobile object tracks. From all this information, the in-terpretation system can also deduce the uncertainty of the tracking process.For example, a mobile object belonging to a zone that holds numerous opticalirregularities is likely to be uncertain. The computation of uncertainty is asolution to provide a priori probabilities for Bayesian networks. Second, themobile object tracking task can use the context domain of the Derived Tempo-ral Information (DTI) to track mobile objects. For example, the interpretationsystem can predict the new location of an already tracked object and focusesits attention to the expected location. So using context is essential for mobileobject tracking and for establishing the con�dence in the whole interpretationsystem. 16



Thus for a given polygonal zone we de�ne the mobile object tracking con-text element thanks to four slots : the optical irregularity descriptions, speci�cproperties on zones relative to object tracks, the uncertainty coe�cient of thetracking process and the link to the corresponding polygonal zone. This zoneis supposed to delimit the optical irregularity in�uence. This de�nition impliesthat a library of optical irregularities containing complete descriptions is pre-de�ned in the interpretation system. This utilization of a prede�ned libraryallows us to represent context with symbolic information instead of completedescriptions. Therefore the context element associated to the mobile objecttracking task can be generated more easily.4.5 Context in behavior analysisThe role of the behavior analysis task is to link the numerical properties ofmobile objects to behavior models expressed in natural language. This roleconsists �rst in abstracting the object properties and then in selecting a modelof behavior explaining the properties. What makes the behavior analysis taskso di�cult is the big gap between behavior models and object properties. Theproperties have numerical values which are often instantaneous. On the op-posite behaviors are usually expressed in natural language, are dependent onapplications and are de�ned on long image sequences. The issue of linkingnumerical properties to behavior models is a common one for all systems inte-grating natural language and visual data [Srihari, 1994]. There are two waysof handling this problem. A �rst solution is to accurately describe objectbehaviors in natural language. A common method is to use spatio-temporalpropositions to precisely describe behaviors, but both quantitative and quali-tative problems have to be tackled [Olivier et al., 1994]. A second method isto abstract object properties. For example in [Nagel, 1988], the author classesmotion verbs into a taxonomy of increasingly complex actions ranging fromobject properties to abstract activities like parking a car.A way to improve these methods is to use contextual information as abridge between the properties of mobile objects and their behaviors. Thecontext of the analysis task can be seen as a set of links. As underlined byHowarth [Howarth, 1995], most areas are named either by their location (e.g.a kitchen) or by the actions that occur in them (e.g. cooking), providing tothe analysis task important clues on expected behaviors. This informationis contained in the behavior characteristics of the context domain of SourceEnvironment Information (SEI). 17



For a given polygonal zone we de�ne the behavior analysis context elementwith four slots : the static objects of the environment belonging to the area (e.g.a seat), expected properties on mobile objects (e.g. the speed limit is low),expected behavior models (e.g. to seat down) and the link to the correspondingpolygonal zone. As remarked before, this context element description impliesthat libraries of static objects, of object properties and of behavior models areprede�ned in the interpretation system. Thanks to this context element theinterpretation system is then able to enhance the behavior analysis task.Therefore, the four interpretation tasks can take advantage of context inseveral ways. For complex applications, this context utilization is even a crucialissue.5 Using the context representationTo illustrate the bene�ts of the context representation we describe one of itstypical utilization during the execution of the interpretation process. In thisexample, we use an image sequence of a metro station in Charleroi which hasbeen taken by SRWT in the framework of the Esprit PASSWORDS project(Parallel and real time Advanced Surveillance System With Operator assis-tance for Revealing Dangerous Situations) [Chleq and Thonnat, 1996]. Thisimage sequence depicts a man moving behind a seat. The goal of the interpre-tation system is to track the man even if he is occluded by the seat.In the image center of �gure 2, the man is partially occluded by the backof the seat. Three moving regions are detected, but we are just interestedin the two regions in the middle of the image. First for these two movingregions, the interpretation system retrieves the polygonal zones that containthe regions. As the zones are linked to mobile object tracking context elements,the interpretation system is aware of the potential presence of an occlusion andthen it is able to apply a speci�c processing on every moving region belongingto these zones in order to handle the optical irregularity. Knowing the bordersof the seat back thanks to the context elements, the interpretation systemtries to gather the top moving region together with the moving region justbelow. So it merges the two regions assuming that they represent a uniquemobile object partially occluded. Then using again the context elements, theinterpretation system establishes an uncertainty coe�cient for the trackingof the mobile object, according to the object size and to the characteristics18



Figure 2: Frame 1 is a raw image taken from the image sequence. Frame 2 isthe result of the moving region detection task. It shows two moving regionspartially occluded by the back of a seat.of the optical irregularity. Therefore thanks to context, the tracking task isable to track correctly the mobile object even partially occluded, allowing theinterpretation system to continue the behavior analysis of the man.6 A context acquisition softwareDespite the utilization of symbolic information context acquisition is still atiresome phase. For this reason we have developed a graphical user interface,allowing a human operator to acquire interactively contextual information andto construct the context representation of a scene. It is implemented in C lan-guage and uses Motif toolkit [Brémond and Thonnat, 1996]. Figure 3 showsa polygonal zone drawn by a human operator and one of its correspondingcontext elements. As soon as the polygon is drawn, the software asks theoperator for the values of all the slots of the corresponding context element.Each complex slot is represented by a symbolic value linking the zone to pre-de�ned libraries. For example the value "seat" of the slot "static objects" linksthe current zone to a complete seat description prede�ned in the interpreta-tion system. Thus, the interface creates a context representation for a speci�cscene of a given application. As all complex descriptions are symbolic, the con-text contents can be partly re-used for another scene of the same applicationdomain. The context representation can also be used by any interpretation19



Figure 3: A human operator is using the interface to �ll the values of the behav-ior analysis context element for the polygonal zones in the ground (polygonalzones are drawn in white).system that possesses the same symbolic description of context.7 ConclusionThis work proposes a general de�nition of context for knowledge-based sys-tems through the description of di�erent types of information. This de�nitiondepends on the granularity level of the processing and on the abstraction levelof the application. The context de�nition allows us to de�ne the context of acomplex process such as the process of dynamic scene interpretation. It allowsus also to underline the role of the sources where contextual information maycome from. Deduced from the context de�nition, two rules enable us to delimitthe scope of context.Then, we have tackled two general issues related to the construction of20



context representation and to the re-used of context contents for other ap-plications. To handle these issues we propose in one hand to divide contextthanks to a multi view-point representation based on the frame formalism andin the other hand to centralize the whole context at one place thanks to thedecomposition of space. So our representation allows us to see context underdi�erent view-points and at the same time to share common contextual infor-mation between all interpretation tasks. We propose also a way to abstractcontextual information in order to obtain a partially generic context represen-tation and to enable the re-use of its contents. Thus context representationbecomes easier to construct, to acquire and to use.However we are also interested in applications using mobile sensors thatmodify the perception of context during the processing. For example we planto interpret scenes observed by a mobile camera located on a plane. Our futureworks will consist then to adapt the context representation in order to generateand update automatically contextual information during the interpretationprocessing. For example this automation can be realized thanks to statisticalmethods or learning technics.References[Bobick and Davis, 1996] Bobick, A. and Davis, J. (1996). Real-time recog-nition of activity using temporal templates. In proc. of the Workshop onApplications of Computer Vision.[Bobick and Pinharez, 1995] Bobick, A. and Pinharez, C. (1995). Using ap-proximate models as source of contextual information for vision processing.In proc. of the IEEE workshop on Context-Based Reasoning (ICCV'95).[Brémond and Thonnat, 1996] Brémond, F. and Thonnat, M. (1996). A con-text representation for surveillance systems. In Proc. of the Workshop onConceptual Descriptions from Images at the European Conference on Com-puter Vision (ECCV), Cambridge.[Buxton and Gong, 1995] Buxton, H. and Gong, S. (1995). Visual surveillancein a dynamic and uncertain world. Arti�cial Intelligence, 78(1-2):431�459.[Cerf and Pintado, 1997] Cerf, V. L. and Pintado, M. (1997). An adaptivemodel of camera-driven urban intersections observation. In Proc. of the21
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